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ABSTRACT: - The goal of paper is to maintain the frequency and tie line power changes
are maintained at their scheduled values, so in this paper presents two methods for
determination of the optimal (Proportional-Integral-Derivate) PID parameters for Automatic
Generation Control (AGC) of the three areas (non reheat thermal-reheat thermal-hydraulic)
interconnected power system, the first is the Genetic Algorithm (GA) and the second is the
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). The GA and PSO are applied to search for the optimal
PID controller parameters to minimize various performance indexes as objective functions.
These objective functions namely Integral Absolute Error (IAE) and Integral Square Error
(ISE) are considered for optimization.
The performance of the intelligent controllers based on GA and PSO has been
compared with tie line bias control strategy, the settling time, maximum deviation and peak
time with the proposed controllers are better than the outputs of the tie line bias control
strategy. From combination sets (GA-IAE, PSO-IAE, GA-ISE and PSO-ISE), GA-IAE and
PSO-IAE have better settling time and lesser peak time when compared with GA-ISE and
POS-ISE while, GA-ISE has lower maximum deviation when compared with other sets.
KEYWORDS: - Load Frequency Control (LFC), Automatic Generation Control (AGC),
Area Control Error (ACE), PID Controller, Genetic Algorithms (GA),
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Integral Absolute Error (IAE),
Integral Square Error (ISE).

1- INTRODUCTION
The main goal of a power system control is to maintain supplying of power with an
acceptable quality and reliable to all the consumers in the system. The system will be in
equilibrium, when there is a balance between the power generated and the power demand.
There are two basic control mechanisms used to achieve power balance; real power balance is
called the automatic Load Frequency Control (LFC) or Automatic Generation Control (AGC)
and reactive power balance is called the Automatic Voltage Regulator (AVR). For multi area
power systems, which normally consist of interconnected control area, AGC is an important
aspect to keep the system frequency and the interconnected area tie line power as close as
possible to the desired values [1,2,3]. The mechanical input power to the generators is used to
control the system as it is affected by the output electrical power demand and to maintain the
power exchange between the areas as planned. The AGC monitors the system frequency and
tie line flows, calculates the net change in the generation required according to the change in
demand and changes the set position of the generators within the area so as to keep the time
average of the Area Control Error (ACE) at a low value. The ACE is generally treated as
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controlled output of AGC. As the ACE is adjusted to zero by the AGC, both frequency and
tie line power errors will become zero [4,5].
The PID type controller is still widely used for the solution of LFC problem. On the
other hand, the optimal tuning of PID gains is required to get the desired level of robust
performance under different operation conditions. Optimal gains tuning of a PID controller
for solution of the LFC problem in power system is proposed using Genetic Algorithms (GA)
in [6,7], while Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) have been applied for optimal tuning of
PID based LFC schemes in [8,9,10].
In this paper, three area automatic generation controls have been studied Area 1 (non
reheat thermal plant), Area 2 (reheat thermal plant) and Area 3 (hydraulic plant) and it is
implementation GA and PSO for tuning the parameter of PID based to minimize two
different objective functions. First is Integral Absolute Error (IAE) and second is Integral
Square Error (ISE).

2- THREE AREA INTERCONNECTED POWER SYSTEM MODEL.
The system under investigation consists of three area interconnected power system
Area 1 (non reheat thermal plant), Area 2 (reheat thermal plant) and Area 3 (hydraulic plant).
In multi area power system, the first objective of the LFC is to keep the system frequency at
nominal value and the second objective to maintain the tie line power exchange at schedule
value. When the power in any area is change, generation in all the areas is increased to meet a
change in the tie line power and a reduction in frequency. But the normal operating state of
the power system in each area will be satisfied at a normal frequency. There ACE for each
area and this area will try to reduce its own ACE to zero [11]. The transfer function model of
three area (non reheat thermal-reheat thermal-hydraulic) power system is depicted in Figure 1
and the pertinent parameters are given in Table 1. The ACE for each area is defined as:
… (1)
… (2)
… (3)

ACE1 = −∆P12 + ∆P31 − B1 ∆ω1
ACE2 = +∆P12 − ∆P23 − B2 ∆ω2
ACE3 = +∆P23 − ∆P31 − B3 ∆ω3

Where ∆P12 , ∆P23 and ∆P31 are change in tie line power area, B1 , B2 and B3 are
frequency bias for each area, ∆ω1 , ∆ω2 and ∆ω3 are frequency deviation for each area.

3- PID CONTROLLER MODEL.
The PID controller is one of the majority successful and influential control instrument
in industry since of uncomplicated and simple implementation. According to [12,13] a typical
structure of the conventional PID controlled system is shown in Figure 2 and the transfer
function model of PID controller in terms of Laplace domain is described as follow:
U(s)

GPID (s) = E(s) = k p +

ki
s

… (4)

+ kd s

Where, U(s) and E(s) are the control signal and the error signal which is the
difference between input and feedback in terms of Laplace domain correspondingly; k p is the
proportional gain, k i is the integration gain and k d is the derivative gain.
The output of PID controller in term of time domain is represented as follow:
t

u(t) = k p e(t) + k i ∫0 e(t)dt + k d

de(t)

… (5)

dt
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Where, u(t) and e(t) are the control and tracking error signal which is in the form of
time domain.
For area 1
t

u1 (t) = k p1 ACE1 (t) + k i1 ∫0 ACE1 (t)dt + k d1

dACE1 (t)
dt

… (6)

For area 2
t

u2 (t) = k p2 ACE2 (t) + k i2 ∫0 ACE2 (t)dt + k d2

dACE2 (t)
dt

… (7)

For area 3
t

u3 (t) = k p3 ACE3 (t) + k i3 ∫0 ACE3 (t)dt + k d3

dACE3 (t)
dt

… (8)

In this paper the effect of two different objective functions is studied for optimization
of parameters. First is IAE and second is ISE. Has been defined as follows:
t

OB1 = IAE = ∫0 [|ACE1 (t)| + |ACE2 (t)| + |ACE3 (t)|]dt
OB2 = ISE =

t
∫0 [(ACE1 )2 (t)

+ (ACE2 )2 (t) + (ACE3 )2 (t)]dt

… (9)
… (10)

Minimize OB1 and OB2 subjected to:
k min
≤ k p ≤ k max
, k min
≤ k i ≤ k max
and k min
≤ k d ≤ k max
p
p
i
i
d
d

… (11)

4- INTELLIGENCE TECHNIQUES.
The main objective of this paper is to control the set of goals, which are: ACE,
frequency deviation and tie line power for a power imbalance between the load disturbance
and power generation by keeping controllable sources power output within the limits.
Generally tuning of controller parameters is achieved by trial and error method and Ziegler’s
Nichols method. But unfortunately, these methods are not feasible in practical systems.
Consequently, many powerful mathematical optimization techniques are using to tune the
parameters of PID and most reliable are population based optimization methods especially
GA and PSO.
The GA is an optimization and search technique based on the principles of genetics
and natural selection. The GA allows a population composed of many individuals to evolve
under specified selection rules to a state that minimizes the objective function; many versions
of evolutionary programming have been tried with varying degrees of success [6,7].
The basic operating principles of GAs are based on the principles of natural evolution.
This algorithm works with a set of population of candidate solution represented as strings.
The initial population consists of randomly generated individuals. The objective function of
each individual in current population is computed. The population is then transformed in
stages to yield a new current population for next iteration. The transformation is usually done
in three stages by simply applying the following genetic operators:
1. Selection: - selection operator is applied as many times as there are individuals in the
population. In this stage every individual is replicated with a probability proportional to its
relative objective function in the population.
2. Crossover: - crossover operator is applied. Two individuals (parents) are chosen and
combined to produce two new individuals. The combination is done by choosing at random a
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cutting point at which each of parents is divided into two parts; these are exchanged to form
the two offspring which replace their parents in the population.
3. Mutation: - mutation operator changes the values in a randomly chosen location on an
individual. The algorithm terminates after a fixed number of iterations and the best individual
generated during the run is taken as the solution.
The PSO is one of the modern heuristic algorithms, which can be effectively used to solve
nonlinear and non-continuous optimization problems. In the PSO method, a swarm consists
of a set of individuals named as particles are specified by their position and velocity [8,9,10].
Each particle in the swarm has knowledge of the location with best objective value of
the entire swarm which is called the global best (g best ). At each point along their path, each
particle also compares the objective value of their personal best (pbest ) to that of (g best ). If
any particle has a (pbest ) with better objective value than that of current (g best ) , then the
current (g best ) is replaced by that particle’s (pbest ). The movement of particles is stopped
once all particles reach sufficiently close to the position with best objective value of the
swarm. The algorithm can search an optimum solution in a specified search space by
updating the positions and velocities of particles, each particle initializes positions and
velocities using following equations:
Vik+1 = wVik + c1 r1 (pkbest i − Xik ) + c2 r2 (g kbest i − X1k )
Xik+1 = Xik + Vik+1
maxiter−iter
w = maxiter

… (12)
… (13)
… (14)

Where Vik+1 is velocity of particle at k+1 iteration, Vik is velocity of particle at k
iteration, w is inertia weight parameter, Xik+1 is position of particle at k+1 iteration, Xik is
position of particle at k iteration, c1 and c2 are learning factors, r1 and r2 are random number
in the interval [0 1].
The GA and PSO are used for tuning PID parameters based on minimization OB1
and OB2 , the simulation results carried out using MATLAB/Simulink software.

5- RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The three area interconnected power system model was implemented with PID
controller in MATLAB/Simulink as shown in Figure 1 and the plant parameters for three area
power system is presented in Table 1. At first the simulation result carried out with and
without tie line bias control, the ACE with and without tie line bias control are shown in
Figure 3, ∆ω with and without tie line bias control are shown in Figure 4 and ∆Pij with and
without tie line bias control are shown in Figure 5. Although simulation was performed for 80
seconds, for clarity graphs are shown for first 60 seconds for ACE and ∆ω while is shown for
first 70 seconds for ∆Pij . The settling time, maximum deviation and peak time for ACE,
∆ω and ∆Pij with tie line bias control are given in Table 2.
Then, different algorithms were implemented for tuning the k p , k i and k d gains of
PID controller to improve the dynamic performance of three area interconnected power
system. The lower bound value for PID controller parameters is chosen as -1 and upper
bound is chosen as 2. First of all, in Figure 6 the performance index IAE is used to determine
optimal values of the PID controller as objective function, which is explained as the sum of
absolute of cumulative errors in area control error. Secondly, in Figure 7 the performance
index ISE is used to determine optimal values of the PID controller as objective function,
which is explained as the sum of square of cumulative errors in area control error. The
optimization process of combination namely, GA-IAE, GA-ISE, PSO-IAE and PSO-ISE are
used for minimization OB1 and OB2 . From these 4 sets, the optimal tuning gains of PID
controller are given in Table 3.
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Figures (8-10) give the response of ACE obtained by GA and PSO, Figures (11-13)
give the response of ∆ω obtained by GA and PSO and Figures (14-16) give the response of
∆Pij obtained by GA and PSO. Although simulation was performed for 80 seconds, for clarity
graphs are shown for first 30 seconds for ACE and ∆ω while is shown for first 50 seconds
for ∆P ij . The settling time, maximum deviation and peak time for ACE are given in Table 4,
for ∆ω are given in Table 5 and for ∆P ij are given in Table 6.
In all the results above, the settling time, maximum deviation and peak time are
reduced by GA and PSO for tuning of PID controller. When compared with tie line bias
control, the damping characteristics of power system are improved more effectively by GA
and PSO for tuning of PID controller. Also, stability of the system is preserved and power
system oscillations are reduced.

6- CONCLUSIONS.
Artificial intelligence techniques have been used for the tuning of PID controllers to
improve the performance of the AGC systems. In this paper, GA and PSO which are
proposed to tune the gains of PID controller for AGC. A three area (non reheat thermalreheat thermal-hydraulic) power systems is considered to indicate effectiveness and
robustness of the proposed approach under different objective functions (OB1 and OB2 ). From
the results, the proposed algorithms have simple architecture, better settling time, lesser peak
time as well as lower maximum deviation when compared with the tie line bias control. A
comparison between performance indices shows that performance index (IAE) has better
performance of the convergence to the best solution than performance index (ISE) for settling
time and peak time and vice versa for maximum deviation. In general, GA gives better results
than that obtained with PSO but, the elapsed time for tuning the gains of PID controller
obtained with GA is greater than from the elapsed time obtained with PSO.
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Table 1: Typical parameters of the system investigated are (1,2,3).
Area 1
Area 2
Area 3
(non reheat thermal plant)
(reheat thermal plant)
(hydraulic plant)
R1 = 0.05 p.u.
R 2 = 0.05 p.u.
R 3 = 0.05 p.u.
TG1 = 0.2 sec.
TG2 = 0.2 sec.
TG3 = 0.2 sec.
TT1 = 0.3 sec.
TT2 = 0.3 sec.
TT3 = 0.3 sec.
M1 = 10 sec.
TR2 = 7 sec.
TR3 = 5 sec.
D1 = 1 p.u.
K R2 = 0.3 p.u.
K R3 = 7.6 p.u.
1
M2 = 10 sec.
M3 = 6 sec.
B1 = (R + D1 ) = 21 p.u.
1
D2 = 1 p.u.
D3 = 1 p.u.
PS1 = 1.2 p.u.
1
1
B2 = (R + D2 ) = 21 p.u. B3 = (R + D3 ) = 21 p.u.
∆P = 0.1 p.u.
L1

2

3

PS2 = 0.8 p.u.
∆PL2 = 0.2 p.u.

PS3 = 0.4 p.u.
∆PL3 = 0.0 p.u.

Table 2: Settling time, maximum deviation and peak time with tie line bias control.
ACE 1
ACE 2
ACE 3
∆ω 1
∆ω 2
∆ω 3
∆P 12
∆P 23
∆P 31

Settling time (sec.) Max. deviation (p.u) Peak time (sec.)
22.17
0.1308
0.994
23.24
0.4582
2.095
29.35
0.1926
4.351
18.71
-0.0064
0.979
27.25
-0.0201
1.615
26.81
-0.0105
4.354
58.17
0.0420
4.352
60.05
-0.0316
3.719
62.12
0.0084
24.70
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Table 3: Optimal values gain of PID controller using GA and PSO.
PID Parameters
GA-IAE GA-ISE PSO-IAE PSO-ISE
0.786
0.362
0.659
0.415
K p1
1.002
0.921
1.195
1.534
K i1
0.906
1.031
0.453
0.924
K d1
1.299
1.842
1.440
1.189
K p2
1.354
1.245
1.177
0.626
K i2
1.004
1.600
0.901
0.914
K d2
0.649
0.490
0.604
0.062
K p3
0.391
0.391
0.796
0.421
K i3
0.913
0.663
0.941
1.011
K d3
Min. OB
0.837
0.049
0.892
0.092
Elapsed time (sec.)
18.14
18.54
9.989
11.37
Table 4: Settling time, maximum deviation and peak time for ACE.
ACE 1
GA-IAE ACE 2
ACE 3
ACE 1
GA-ISE ACE 2
ACE 3
ACE 1
PSO-IAE ACE 2
ACE 3
ACE 1
PSO-ISE ACE 2
ACE 3

Settling time (sec.) Max. deviation (p.u) Peak time (sec.)
4.206
0.0484
0.467
12.59
0.1980
0.947
0.0519
12.36
2.550
7.734
1.179
0.0483
10.48
0.1550
0.804
12.58
2.785
0.0457
0.0663
0.584
2.935
13.51
0.2019
0.936
14.68
- 0.0614
5.174
5.525
0.0494
0.463
16.41
0.2146
1.082
18.59
0.0521
2.827

Table 5: Settling time, maximum deviation and peak time for ∆ω.
∆ω 1
∆ω 2
∆ω 3
∆ω 1
GA-ISE ∆ω 2
∆ω 3
∆ω 1
PSO-IAE ∆ω 2
∆ω 3
∆ω 1
PSO-ISE ∆ω 2
∆ω 3
GA-IAE

Settling time (sec.) Max. deviation (p.u) Peak time (sec.)
4.439
-0.0023
0.467
-0.0090
0.914
6.967
8.118
-0.0029
2.550
7.833
-0.0025
1.301
9.683
-0.0071
0.761
2.783
7.923
-0.0026
4.592
-0.0032
0.583
8.773
-0.0092
0.917
11.46
-0.0031
2.534
8.463
-0.0024
0.473
16.14
-0.0097
1.001
15.38
-0.0031
2.695
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Table 6: Settling time, maximum deviation and peak time for ∆P ij .
∆P 12
∆P 23
∆P 31
∆P 12
GA-ISE ∆P 23
∆P 31
∆P 12
PSO-IAE ∆P 23
∆P 31
∆P 12
PSO-ISE ∆P 23
∆P 31
GA-IAE

Settling time (sec.) Max. deviation (p.u) Peak time (sec.)
33.77
0.0114
2.406
34.76
-0.0094
2.094
32.97
8.118
0.0015
34.59
2.442
0.0081
35.05
2.261
-0.0079
33.52
0.0016
8.053
0.0119
2.531
31.61
-0.0095
2.220
29.57
0.0020
28.89
6.966
36.97
0.0166
3.288
32.18
-0.0117
2.695
32.21
0.0020
10.72

Figure 1: MATLAB/Simulink model of three area power system.

Figure 1:

Figure 2: Block diagram of PID controller.
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Figure 3: ACE with and without tie line bias control.

Figure 4: ∆ω with and without tie line bias control.

Figure 5: ∆P ij with and without tie line bias control.
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Figure 6: MATLAB/Simulink model of the LFC system based on IAE.

Figure 7: MATLAB/Simulink model of the LFC system based on ISE.
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Figure 8: ACE 1 with PID tuning by GA and PSO.

Figure 9: ACE 2 with PID tuning by GA and PSO.

Figure 10: ACE 3 with PID tuning by GA and PSO.
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Figure 11: ∆ω 1 with PID tuning by GA and PSO.

Figure 12: ∆ω 2 with PID tuning by GA and PSO.

Figure 13: ∆ω 3 with PID tuning by GA and PSO.
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Figure 14: ∆P12 with PID tuning by GA and PSO.

Figure 15: ∆P23 with PID tuning by GA and PSO.

Figure 16: ∆P31 with PID tuning by GA and PSO.
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التحكم بنظام التوليد الذاتي ( )AGCلمنظومة قدرة متعددة المناطق باستخدام المسيطر
(تناسبي -تكاملي -تفاضلي) ( )PIDباالستناد إلى الخوارزمية الجينية( )GAوأمثليه
أسراب الجسيمات()PSO
غسان عبدهللا سلمان

مدرس مساعد ،هندسة القدرة والمكائن الكهربائية ,كلية الهندسة/جامعة ديالى ,ديالى ,العراق
gassan_power@yahoo.com

الخالصة:

الهدددم مددن النش درية هددو الاظدداى علددى الاددردد والا ي دراط مددا بددين ة ددو نق د القدددرة عنددد القددي المقددررة ,ا د عددر

دريقاين لااديددد الما ي دراط المس د للمسددي ر اناسددب  -اظاضددل  -اكددامل (  (PIDللددااك بنىددا الاوليددد ال د اا

(AGC

لمنىومدة ددددرة اط سدداط منددا ق ) ,(non reheat thermal-reheat thermal-hydraulicالو هددو الةواريميددة

الجينية  (GAوالسان هو أمسليدة أسدراا الجسديماط  .(PSOا بدق الةواريميدة الجينيدة  (GAو أمسليدة أسدراا الجسديماط
 (PSOف ه ا الباط للسي رة على ما يراط  (PIDلاقلي م ؤشدراط أدا ماعدددة والاد أعامددط كفهددام موضدوعية .اد
إعام دداد اكامد د م ل ددق الة ددف  (IAEواكامد د مرب ددأ الة ددف  ( ISEكمق ددايس لدد ددة العمد د والمظاض ددلة .المس ددي راط ال كي ددة
كالةواريمية الجينية  (GAوأمسلية أسراا الجسيماط  (PSOاد مقدارنة أدائدها مأ المسدي ر االنداياي االسداراايجد
strategy

bias

 ,( controlوالاىن ددا أن المس ددي راط المقارا ددة اط أدا أفضد د م ددن اي ددط يم ددن االس دداقرار و الا ددد الد ددى

لانادرام و يمدن القمدة مقارنددة مدأ المسددي ر االندداياي االساراايج د

 .(bias control strategyومدأ مدييددا المجدداميأ

 GA-IAE ,( GA-IAE, PSO-IAE, GA-ISE and PSO-ISEو  PSO-IAEاو لنا إلى أفضد يمدن اسداقدرار
و يمددن دمدة مقارندة مدأ  GA-ISEو  PSO-ISEبدينددما الاىندا أن  GA-ISEيمالد أدد اددد لانادرام مقارندة مدأ بقيددة
المجاميأ.
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